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Intro  
 
This document brings together three recent ‘horses to follow’ posts from different authors, 
for ease of reference. I’d advise adding these horses to your trackers, with any associated 
notes of interest.  
 
These articles, along with other ‘Free Reports & Systems’ posts can be found HERE>>> 
 
 
Article #1: Paul Ferguson  

What follows is a guest post from Paul Ferguson, who highlights five novice chasers to keep 
an eye on, taken from his excellent Jumpers To Follow 2019/20 publication. My thanks to 
Paul, who as ever has provided plenty of useful information for us to absorb. Over to Paul 
>>> 

Racing To Profit – Novice Chasers To Follow 2019-20 

Given that Josh likes to focus on chasers he's asked me to nominate a quintet of less-exposed 
horses who I believe could improve for being sent chasing, and who could be worth keeping 
tabs on this season and beyond...  

BOLD PLAN (Evan Williams)                          BHA Rating 132 

A heavy-ground Irish Points winner, Bold Plan kept good company over hurdles last term 
and although he only won once from four starts, marked himself down as the type who 
could improve once sent chasing. 

The Jeremy five-year-old made the most of the 7lbs he received from subsequent Dovecote 
winner, Southfield Stone, when winning at Taunton, after which he finished a sound second, 
on his handicap debut at Uttoxeter.  A smooth traveller, jumping appears to be his forte 
(also jumped really well when beating New Age Dawning in his maiden Point) and although 
he is likely to start off over 2m4f, he should appreciate going up in distance. 

https://racingtoprofit.co.uk/category/free-reports-systems/
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 FINAWN BAWN (Olly Murphy)                     BHA Rating 133 

Olly Murphy has an enviable bunch of young horses to go to war with this season, as he 
continues his inevitable ascendancy towards the top of the training ranks.  Last season’s 
high-class novice hurdlers Brewin’upastorm (a particular favourite of mine) and Thomas 
Darby are set to head a strong-looking novice chase team at Warren Chase, where Finawn 
Bawn is a less-exposed stayer, who also has the scope to do well over fences. 

A bumper winner at Ayr in May of last year, the Robin des Champs six-year-old won twice 
from four starts over hurdles and finished third in the Grade 2 Leamington Novices’ Hurdle 
at Warwick.  He appeals as the type to improve for going 3m this season and soft ground 
could also help, as he looks to be crying out for a stiffer test of stamina. 

 

FONTSANTA (Emma Lavelle)                         BHA Rating 134 

A winner at the third time of asking over hurdles at Hereford in March, Emma Lavelle and 
Barry Fenton have been very patient with Fontsanta and that patience was rewarded when 
he ran out a very easy 11-length winner.  Keen in his bumpers the season before (wore a 
hood on both occasions), the Flemensfirth six-year-old was an eye-catcher at Newbury on 
his hurdles debut and then finished fifth in a competitive maiden at Chepstow.  Given his 
physique, he looks another who should improve for going chasing. 

Stable-mate Down The Highway (officially rated 2lbs lower) also deserves a mention, as he is 
likely to follow a similar path.  Again, given his physique, I wouldn’t be at all surprised if he 
were to step forward now he is sent chasing. 

 

MINELLA BOBO (Rebecca Curtis)                  BHA Rating 126 

Rebecca Curtis looks to have plenty to look forward to this season, with Lisnagar Oscar one 
who she will, no doubt, hope will fly the flag in Graded novice chase company for the 
stable.  However, the horse I am most looking forward to from her yard is Minella Bobo, 
who actually finished one place in front of Fontsanta, in that aforementioned maiden hurdle 
at Chepstow.  The grey – who had beaten Fergal O’Brien’s Liosduin Bhearna (second in the 
same Chepstow maiden before winning two handicap hurdles) in an Irish Point – had earlier 
caught the eye with how he moved in a Newbury bumper, and he got off the mark in a weak 
event at Stratford in mid-April.  The six-year-old Oscar gelding looks potentially well 
handicapped and should certainly be capable of winning a novices’ handicap chase in the 
early part of the season. 
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MOONLIGHTER (Jane Williams)                    BHA Rating 133 

The final one to make the list is Moonlighter, who has been off the track since disappointing 
at Ascot in January, but will return as a novice chaser in the coming weeks, and is yet 
another who very much has the look of a horse who could flourish over fences.  

A six-year-old by Midnight Legend, Moonlighter had earlier won on his second start over 
hurdles, when jumping really well to score at Ascot.  There is a lovely photo of him on page 
6 of this year’s Jumpers To Follow actually (apologies for the blatant plug) which highlights 
the shape he made over hurdles and strongly hints at him making his mark as a chaser.  On 
his third start last season, he was a faller when in the process of running a sound race in a 
competitive novice hurdle at Newbury (in which Fontsanta finished fifth) and the race 
wasn’t run to suit at Ascot last time.  Not short of speed, I would expect him to start off over 
intermediate trips, but being a half-brother to Horatio Hornblower, he is bred to get further 
in time. 

  

Paul Ferguson 

* 

You can get your copy of Paul's excellent book HERE>>> 

 * 

Article #2: Geraint Williams  

Introduction 

Something a bit different today... what follows is a collection of jumps horses to follow, 
from the trainers themselves. These include a chaser, hurdler and 'dark horse' to follow. 

Now, this work isn't my doing - Geraint Williams (known as @Raceolly on twitter) had this 
idea a couple of seasons ago I believe - simply asking various trainers via Twitter to highlight 
some horses to follow. 

Nine trainers replied this year, all generally smaller/medium yards, and it will be exciting to 
see how they get on. 

Geraint has let me host these horses exclusively on my blog, so my thanks to him for that. In 
return I've donated some money to a charity of his choice, so winners all round :) 

Our thanks to those trainers who were happy to share their thoughts. 

So, with that said, notebooks at the ready... 

 

https://bettrendsshop.co.uk/paul-fergusons-jumpers-to-follow-2019-2020/
https://twitter.com/Raceolly
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Amy Murphy 

Chaser - Kalashnikov (obviously). 

Really Super for the mares programme. (as you know i've got a share in 'Super' - she's likely 
to next run for us next Tuesday or Wednesday - a reminder that she was found to have 
mucus on her lungs LTO, hence the PU - so ignore that effort, but clearly her next chase run 
will tell us plenty more)  

Hurdler - Logan Rocks  

Dark Horse - Mercian Knight for 3 mile novice hurdle 

* 

Nick Williams 

(Nick/Jane are the same yard, but both have licenses) 

Chaser - Erick Le Rouge  (won 6th Oct at 3/1, a pleasing chase debut, much more to come)  

Hurdler - Prudhomme 

Dark Horse - Le Cameleon 

(can’t promise a Siruh Du Lac this year i'm afraid!) 

* 

Matt Sheppard 

Chaser -  

The Bay Birch confirmed my judgement that she is the best I have ever trained 145,c an't 
see her winning against geldings off that mark so mares only listed chases will be the aim.  

Hurdler - Tens or Better is a novice hurdle mare to keep an eye on. 

* 

Sue Smith 

Chaser  - Midnight Shadow. 

Hurdler - Lough Legend (should progress to be a nice sort)  

Dark Horse - Flamboyant Joyeux (bought from the point2point field) 
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James Ewart 

Chaser - Etilla de Sivola  

Hurdler - Nickgarde  

Dark Horse - Beat Box (juvenile)  

* 

Sophie Leech 

Chaser - Clondaw Cian  (look out for in France next spring!)  

Hurdler - Man of Plenty  

Dark Horse -  Vaniteux 

* 

Gail Haywood 

Hurdles - 

Hoping to win again with Russian's Legacy but her forte will be over fences.  

Also the old boy Richardofdoccombe if the ground comes Heavy 

* 

Michael Scudamore 

Chaser- Caderyn 

Hurdler- Thor De Cerisy,  

Dark Horse -Monbeg Aquadude  

* 

Paul George 

Hurdler - Ballycross  (a nice hurdler that will appreciate the soft ground and I’m really happy 
with his work( 

Dark Horse - I have a lovely unnamed Dylan Thomas that will be running in bumpers - she is 
working well and I will give you her name when I have one!  
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Article #3 : Adam Norman  

Intro  

What follow's is a guest post from Adam Norman, who last season provided us with his 
'Little Black Book' articles- focusing on horse's to follow that had caught his eye when track-
side. Due to other commitments this series may not continue this season however Adam has 
looked back at his previous notebook horses, to highlight 10 to follow for this season... 

Over to Adam...  

* 

Last season’s Little Black Book series has thrown up recent winners like Stylish Moment 
(20/1), Sweet Vinetta (14/1), Back On The Lash (12/1), Cap St Vincent (6/1) and The Big 
Galloper (12/1 into 7/4). Here is a further list of 10 horses to follow from that series in the 
coming weeks. 

Arthur’s Gift 

Nigel Twiston-Davies’s staying chaser ran only four times in his first season over fences, 
mainly due to the absence of his beloved soft ground throughout last winter. However, he 
did manage to win once at Carlisle in the manner that suggested better to come. Lacking the 
experience to land a blow in Midlands National, I remain of the opinion he has the ability to 
land a decent pot in long-distance races this time around. 

Black Ebony  

Showed a good deal of promise in two bumpers earlier this year without looking anywhere 
near the finished article, and connections’ patience looks set to be rewarded. From the 
same family as Attaglance and numerous other winners, I’m anticipating the Malinas gelding 
to quickly develop into a 130-type performer this season, with a spring handicap a possible 
target. 

Elixir De Gouet 

A winner over hurdles and fences in France on soft ground, this good looking five-year-old 
was sold at Arqarna for 75k to be trained by Venetia Williams. He clearly hadn’t acclimatised 
last season but I expect to see a different horse this time around starting out on a mark that 
has been cut to 126. Let’s hope he’s a good as he looks. 

Garrettstown 

This big rangy chasing six-year-old showed a decent level of ability over hurdles last season, 
experience that will stand him in good stead over larger obstacles this time around. He’s the 
type to leave that form way behind for the switch to fences, and looks the ideal sort to 
challenge for the Close Brothers Handicap Chase at Cheltenham in March. 
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Megalodon 

Paul Henderson has a fair sort on his hands with this son of Getaway, who had an 
educational first season over hurdles. Kept mainly to the minimum trip, the six-year-old 
threatened to take a hand in the finish on a few occasions before lacking the speed for the 
finish. There’s little doubt this horse will be seen to much better effect when faced with a 
stiffer test of stamina, be it over hurdles or fences, and he starts out on an enticing mark. 

Pleney 

Had a quiet first season over hurdles but offered more when a tenderly handled fourth on 
his handicap debut at Chepstow in April. Surprisingly sent over fences on just his fifth start 
over obstacles the following month, he found the whole experience too much and was 
pulled up. Made a good impression when returning to action at Hexham earlier this month 
and he looks one to follow in long distance hurdles on soft ground. 

Saint De Vassy 

Tom Symonds’ charge has the make and shape of a soft ground performer and was unlucky 
not to get off the mark at Exeter in March with conditions in his favour. His form overall has 
a very solid look to it I can see him picking up a novice hurdle before challenging for some 
decent handicaps over 2m4f, as he looks to be starting out on a very workable mark. 

Saint Leo 

Precocious enough to win five times in France as a three and four-year-old, this well-related 
youngster still has plenty of time to make a name for himself in the UK. The only occasion he 
got his favoured soft ground in his first season for Sandy Thomson was when capsizing four 
out in a race at Ayr in March. I’m confident he has ability well in excess of his current mark 
of 130. 

Valence D’Aumont 

This three-time winner in France landed here with a sky-high rating and on the face of it 
showed little in three runs for Sue Smith. However, now down to a mark of 112 and with 
more time to strengthen into his big frame, I expect this Sinndar gelding to win races over 
fences in the north when the mud is flying. 

Western Aussie 

Martin Todhunter saddled only three winners during the 2018/19 campaign which may be 
part of the reason why we saw this horse only twice on the track in that time. On the second 
occasion he showed a good deal of promise in a decent novice hurdle at Wetherby, taking 
the eye in the paddock and exhibiting a pronounced knee action. With the yard in much 
better form now, I’m looking forward to seeing what this Westerner gelding is capable of on 
soft ground. 
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Others to keep tabs on... 

• Cloth Cap 
• Highway Girl 
• Reivers Lad 
• Le Gavroche 
• Point Break 
• Just Call Me Al 
• All Hail Caesar 
• Down the Highway 

** 

 
END 

 
JOIN MY FREE EMAIL LIST >>>> 

 
Keep informed with all things Racing to Profit, including free reports, by joining my free 

email list HERE>>> 
 
 

** 

https://racingtoprofit.co.uk/freebie2019
https://racingtoprofit.co.uk/freebie2019

